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There is an increasing burden on foreign electronic service providers, to
register for VAT/GST Worldwide. If you are supplying any
electronic/digital services like software, software as a service, games, e-
books, music, applications etc. to recipients located in foreign Tax
jurisdictions, then you may be liable to register for VAT or GST in such
jurisdictions. 
 
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
issued guidelines to ensure that all VAT/GST tax jurisdictions receive their
fair portion when electronic supplies are deemed to be made within such
jurisdiction. Globally, revenue authorities are adapting to the OECD
guidelines and are now taxing electronic services which are supplied by
foreigners to recipients resident in its jurisdictions. 
 
Principally, where a supply of services is made by a foreign resident of
one country to a resident of another country, the foreign resident
supplier will now be required to register as a vendor in the other country
where the recipient is located.
 
The requirements for suppliers of electronic services to register for
VAT/GST internationally differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. It is of the
utmost importance for you as an electronic service supplier to
understand the legislation within each country to ensure compliance. 
 
Non-compliance with the provisions of the VAT/GST legislation may result
in substantial financial losses due to VAT/GST leakage and/or VAT/GST
exposure which could lead to fines and penalties for your business. 

Supplying Electronic Services Into The Global Market



The Service Offering 

VAT IT will provide a free high-level written analysis to determine whether or not your
company should be registered for VAT/GST in the foreign jurisdiction.  

VAT Registration

Preparation and assistance with the completion of the VAT/GST Registration Application
Form;  
Obtain the required supporting documentation for VAT/GST registration;  
Provide consulting services regarding matters applicable to the VAT/GST registration;  
Submit the required documentation; 
Attend necessary branch interviews at the local Revenue Authorities where applicable; and 
Follow up with the Revenue Authorities and provide feedback.  

VAT IT will facilitate the process of applying for VAT/GST registration on behalf of your
company in each foreign jurisdiction, which will include the following:  
 

VAT/GST Compliance 

Ensure that VAT Workings and supporting documents are compliant with the relevant
Revenue Authority’s VAT/GST legislation; 
Request and obtain re-issued copy tax invoices from suppliers in respect of non-compliant
invoices; 
Prepare, review and file VAT/GST returns;  
Dealing with correspondence from the Revenue Authorities and other matters arising,
including audits; and 
Follow up with the Revenue Authorities and provide feedback.  

VAT IT will provide the following services on a monthly/bi-monthly/quarterly or other period as
prescribed: 
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Why VAT IT?

We specialize in VAT/GST compliance globally; 

Our dedicated team of VAT/GST specialists has
over 100 years combined experience; and 

Interaction and relationship with Revenue
Authorities globally. 

 


